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The hydrous component in andradite garnet
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Ansrnl,cr

Twenty-two andradite samples from a variety of geological environments and two syn-
thetic hydroandradite samples were studied by Fourier transform IR spectroscopy. Their
spectra show that H enters andradite in the form of OH-. Amounts up to 6 wtTo HrO occur
in these samples; those from low-temperature formations contain the most OH-. Some
features in the absorption spectra indicate the hydrogarnet substitution (SiO4)" <.> (OoH*)a
whereas others indicate additional types of OH incorporation. The complexity of the
spectra due to multi-site distribution of OH- increases with increasing complexity of the
garnet composltron.

INrnonucrroN

Systematic studies have shown that hydroxide is a
common minor component of grossular and pyrope-al-
mandine-spessartite garnets (Aines and Rossman 1985;
Rossman and Aines 1991). Comparable surveys of an-
dradite garnet have not been previously presented. Sev-
eral reports indicate that appreciable amounts of OH can
be incorporated in both natural and synthetic andradite-
rich garnet (Flint et al. I94l; Peters 1965; Gustafson
1974; Suwa et al. 1976; Onuki et al. 1982; Huckenholz
and Fehr 1982; Marcke de Lummen 1986; Kobayashi and
Shoji 1987; Kiihberger et al. 1989; Wise and Moller
1990; Armbruster and Geiger 1993; Armbruster 1995).
Furthermore, elevated OH- contents have been reported
in other Fe3*-rich garnets such as melanite (Lager et al.
1989) and schorlomite (Locock et al. 1995), which sug-
gests that H incorporation in Ca-Fe3* garnet may be a
general phenomenon. Solid-solution relationships be-
tween andradite, Ca.Fer(SiO")., and hydroandradite,
Ca.Fer(OH),r, are now established experimentally, and
the amount of the hydroandradite component in andradite
may be used as geothermometer (Huckenholz and Fehr
1982).

Only a few of these studies provide direct evidence of
structural OH in andradites by spectroscopic or diffrac-
tion methods. Kobayashi and Shoji (1987) report IR spec-
tra of some synthetic andradite-hydroandradite solid so-
lutions. Locock et al. (1995) report an absorption band
due to OH at 3564 cm i in the IR spectrum of the Ice
River schorlomite with 0.036 wt%o HrO*. In a crystallo-
graphic study, Lager et al. (1989) were unable to locate
the H in an andradite (melanite variety) with up to l4%o
of the Si sites empty. In such H-rich garnets, OH most
probably occupies tetrahedral sites whereby charge bal-
ance is achieved by the well-known hydrogarnet substi-
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tution (O"Ho)a <+ (SiOo)a . This observation has been
confirmed by XRD of a hydrous andradite with a Si de-
ficiency of about 50Vo, and a high OH content (Arm-
bruster 1995). The structure of this particular sample with
space group la3d is composed of disordered microdo-
mains containing (SiO") and (OoHo) tetrahedral units.

The aim of the present investigation was to perform a
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) study on different sam-
ples of andradite (including Ti-rich melanite) from vari-
ous geological environments, i.e., different pressures and
temperatures of formation, to determine (1) if various
types of structural incorporation of OH occurs in andra-
dite as in other natural garnets or if there is only the
hydrogarnet substitution; (2) the amount of OH that is
incorporated in natural andradites; (3) if a correlation ex-
ists between the chemical composition and the complex-
ity of the spectra; and (4) the pressure and temperature
dependence of OH- incorporation. Finally, (5) we com-
pare spectroscopic properties of OH in natural garnets
to those in synthetic hydroandradite.

ExpBnrnrBNrAL METHODS

Samples were obtained mainly from museums. Details
of samples, localities, and geological environments are
presented in Table 1.

The IR spectra of the natural crystals were recorded
from doubly polished single crystals with almost parallel
surfaces. The thicknesses of the platelets were between
11.5 and 1185 p.m. Measurements were made on clear
and inclusion-free as well as crack-free areas of the crys-
tals. In those crystals where color zonation was present,
spectra were taken from a selected number of relatively
homogeneous parts of the crystal. IR spectra were mea-
sured from 114 pm x ll4 LLm areas using a Nicolet
60SX-FTIR spectrometer equipped with the NicPlan IR
microscope and an HgCdTe detector (Rossman and Aines
1991). A 15x reflecting objective and a 10x condenser
were used for the measurements. A resolution of 2 cm-t
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Tlele 1. Andradite samples and their chemical composit ions

sample Locality Geology Variety color
GRRl 669

GA34
GRR48 rim
GRR134
GRR169
GRR684
GRRl 263
GRRl 328
GRRl 765

GA35
GRR54
GRR149
GRRl O1 5
GRRl 137a2
GRR1447
GRR1448
GA24
GA36
GRRl 446
ctTH31 10
GAIVtlt4
GAllla/3

cavity in basalt
serpentinite
serpentinite
serpentinite
serpentinlte
serpentinite
serpentinite
serpentinite
serpentinite
serpentinite
sKarn
sKarn
sKarn
skarn
skarn
SKATN

sKarn
sKarn
phonolite
magmatic
magmatic
magmalic
synthetic powder
synthetic powder

hydroandradile
andradite
andradite
andradite
andradite
andradite
melanite
melanite
melanite
demantoid
andradite
andradite
andradite
andradite
andradite
andradite
andradite
andradite
melanite
melanite
melanite
melanite
hydroandradite
hydroandradite

yellow
yellow-green
yellow-green
yellow-green
yellow-green
yellow-green
black
black
black
green
yellow-green
yellow-brown
yellow
orange-brown
yellow-orange
brown-yellow
yellow-brown
orange-orown
black
black
black
black
pale red
pare green

Bombay, India
Wurlitz, Bavaria, FRG
Banat, Romania
Val Malenco, ltaly
Val Malenco, ltaly
Santa Rita Peak, San Benito Co, CA, U.S.A
San Beni to Co, CA, U S.A
San Benito Co., CA, U S.A
San Benito Co , CA, U S A
Ural Mtns, Russia
Davib Ost, South Africa
Grua, Norway
Stanley Butte, Graham Co., AZ, U.S A
Franklin, NJ, U S.A
Frankl in,  NJ,  U-S A.
Stanley Butte, Graham Co , AZ, U S A.
Humbol t  Co. ,  NV, U S A
Reeseville, NY, U S.A
Kaiserstuhl, Germany
Frascati, ltaly
Frascati, ltaly
Rusinga lsland, Kenya
3 7 5 ' C , 1 5 k b a r , H M t t
375'C, 1.5 kbar,  HMff

* Ouantitative amounts of OH in andradite garnets are determined from the grossular calibration of Rossman and Aines (1 991).
f From Wise and Moller (1990).
f  Rim.
$ From Amthauer et al (1979)
ll Inhomogenous
# Compositionallyzoned

-. Described in KUhberger et at (1989)
tt HM : Fe,O./Fe"Oo-oxygen fugacity buffer.
ff Composition from XRD parameters

was chosen for most samples with 1000 scans suitable to
produce high-quality spectra. Reference spectra were
taken in air. In addition, some reflectance spectra from
synthetic garnet powders were taken with the same ex-
perimental setup using polished Au as a reference. Com-
parison of single-crystal spectra and reflectance spectra
of the same garnet sample revealed a similar resolution
of the OH features in each case.

Because an independent calibration of the OH- con-
centration in andradite does not exist, the calibration of
Rossman and Aines (1991) for grossular was used to es-
timate the H content of andradite. The integrated absor-
bance under the OH stretching region of the IR spectrum
(normalized to a 1 cm thick sample) is determined and
the H content is obtained by reference to the grossular
calibration.

Chemical analyses of the samples were perfonned with
an automated JEOL 133 electron microprobe using a 15
nA beam current. Data were corrected using the program
CITZAF (Armstrong 1988) employing rhe absorption
coffection of Armstrong (1982), the atomic number cor-
rection of Love et al. (1978), and the fluorescence cor-
rection of Reed (1965) as modified by Armstrong (1988).
The structural formulae of the samples normalized to 12
O atoms are reported in Table 1.

Andradite-hydroandradite solid solutions were synthe-
sized hydrothermally from glass of an appropriate com-
position at temperatures between 300 and 400 "C, pres-

sures of 1.5 and 2.0 kbar, and the oxygen fugacities of
the hematite + magnetite buffer (Tippelt and Amthauer,
in preparation). Purity and homogeneity of the samples
were checked by XRD of powders using CuKct-radiation.
The chemical composition, in particular the OH content,
X was calculated from the lattice constant a" according
to the regression equation of Huckenholz and Fehr (1982)

a": 12.051 + 0.4906 X + 0.2379 X, - 0.0824 X.

The small grain sizes (<20 u.m) and morphology of the
synthetic samples made it impractical to obtain spectra
from single crystals; therefore only powder spectra were
taken of the synthetic garnet.

RBsur,rs

The IR spectra of three andradite samples from ser-
pentinites are shown in Figure l. GRRI34 is representa-
tive of almost pure andradite and exhibits the simplest
spectrum, i.e., a dominant absorption band at 3555 cm r.
Weak higher energy absorptions and a weak shoulder on
the low energy site of the main peak are also present. The
IR spectrum of andradite from the Ural mountains
(GRR1765) looks almost identical. This garnet is also al-
most pure end-member andradite with minor amounts of
Mg (0.01 wt%o), ,\l (0.01wt%o), and Cr (0.05 wtTo). Borh
are clear and contain 0.lO wtVo HrO. The spectrum of the
San Benito andradite (GRR1263) is more complex. Al-
though the overall intensity is lower (0.01 wt%o H,O), ir
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Teete 1-Continued

Formula proportions wtToHrO'

GRR1669
GA33
GA34
GRR48 rim
GRRl 34
GRRl 69
GRR684
GRR1263
GRRl 328
GRRl 765
GA32
GA35
GRR54
GRR149
GRRl 01 5
GRRI 1 37a2
GRRl 447
GRR1448
GA24
UAJO

GRR1446
ctTH31 10
GAIV/1t4
GAllla/3

5.92t
<0 01

0 0 7
0.1 0+
0 0 9
0 1 5
1 . 1 7
0.04
245
0 .10
0 1ss
0 0 5
0 3 8
0.04
1 44ll
o.40#
0.03

<0 01
0 .01 *
0 0 3
0.04
o 0 2

(Ca" ooMgo o.)
(Ca".uMgo o,Mno o,)
(Car r.Mgo o,)
(Ca" o"Mgo o, )
(Ca2 erMgo orMno oor)
(Ca3 ooMgo o,FeBi,)
(Ca3 orMgo ol Mno or Fe6;, )
not analyzed
(Ca. .nMgo or)
(Ca. 

""Mgo 
o, Mno oo, )

(Ca, n"Mgo oorMno o, Fefr;, )
(Ca, ,rMgo o, Mno oo)
(Ca"ouMgoo,Mnoo, )
(Car,rMgo ol Mno 67Fe6;0 )
(Car zeMno 71FeAh)
(Car esMgo olMno orFe6;r )
(CE ol Mgo olMno 5rFeBi5)
(Ca. 

"uMgo 
o,Mno o, Fefr ;u)

(Ca, ssMgo 06Fe6t4)
(Ca. uuMgo orMno or)
(Ca" 

"rMgo 
ouMno o"Fefr;")

(Ca, seMgo 11Mno orFe6;6)

lFe?;oAlo,ol
IFe:;1Alo oo3cao oo1]
IFe:11Vo oolTio @1]

IFe8;1Alo olCro oorVo oo,G?o oo"Tio oor]
IFel:6A10 osTio o,]
IFe?3sAlo o2Tio 02]

IFe!;,Alo,uTio ,.]
IFe?:4Cro oTVo oolGao oolTio oo3zro ooi]
IFe?!,Tio oo,Sno 01,]
IFe?;Alo 14Cro oolTio 03]
IFe?:4Alo6]
IFei:4Alo 46Tio 02]
IFe?l?Alo 46Tio o1]
IFe?;4Alo 14]
IFeflrAlo 

"uTio 
o"]

IFe?]4Alo 1,1
IFe3isFe6;?Alo r3Tio roMgo ouMno o.]
IFeiioAlo sovo ol Gao oorTio , uZro o, ]
IFe?:1Alo 65Tio j3]

IFe?1,Alo loTio ss]

F6J+

Alo 05si, ,ro,,
si2 eso12
Fe3;rSir sso,2
Si2 ero,,
Po oo, Si. 

"eO,,si" 0"o,,
si2 ero,,

si2 77o12
Pooo,Si, 

""o,,FeSirSir esol,
Alo msi2 e7o12
Si, nuo,,
s i " ,oo1.
si3 o"o,"
si" oro,,
si3 04012
si. e6o,,
Si, 47Fe3irF413Tio oso1,
Po oolAlo 1sSi2 sso12
sir suo,,
Sir 5,o',
(sio4)' s1(H4o4)o r'++
(sioo),,, (H40o)o,n++

exhibits distinct peaks at the high energy side of the main
peak where the other two showed only weak absorptions.
Even though this particular sample was lost before it
could be chemically analyzed, it can be concluded by
comparison with the chemical composition of other an-
dradites from San Benito Oable l) that its chemical di-
versity and complexity is greater than those of the other
two andradite samples illustrated in Figure 1.

The IR specfrum of an andradite occuning with zeolites
and julgoldite, Ca,Fe'n (Fe3*,AI,)(SiOl)(Si,O,XOH),'H,O,
in vugs in a basalt near Bombay, India, is displayed in
Figure 2. This garnet, which formed at about 200 'C at
500 bars (Wise and Moller 1990), has a high OH content
equivalent to 5.92 wt%o HrO. Its spectrum exhibits a
prominent absorption band near 3560 cm-' and a second
higher energy band at 3610 cm-'. Two prominant bands
are also found in the spectrum of natural hydrogrossular
with low Si content, i.e., Si : I.64 (Rossman and Aines
1991), also plotted in Figure 2. The spectra are scaled for
comparable band heights. Even though the absorption
bands of the hydroandradite are shifted to lower energies
in comparison to hydrogrossular, an analogous substitu-
tion mechanism is suggested by these similarities. The
very weak, broad absorption between 3400 and 3350
cm I may be assigned to nonstructural HrO.

The specfium of the hydroandradite synthesized at375 "C
and 1.5 kbar (GAIVl/4) exhibits an intense absorption
band with its maximum at 3560 cm r, a slightly less in-
tense sharp band at 3610 cm r, some unresolved shoul-
ders at high energy, and a broad shoulder at the low en-
ergy most probably resulting from nonstructural HrO
(Fig. 2). The shape of the spectrum is similar to the spec-
tra of the hydrogrossular and the natural hydroandradite

in Figure 2. The two peaks indicates two different mech-
anisms for the substitution of Si by OH . The peak max-
ima have the same energies as those in the natural hy-
droandratite spectrum. The spectrum in the OH- region
of the synthetic andradite reported by Armbruster and
Geiger has its main peak at essentially the same position
as GAIV1/4, but has its second component at lower en-
ergy, unlike GAIV1/4, which has its second component
at higher energy. The reason for this difference is not
known. We also note that the most intense peak at 3555
cm I in the spectrum of the Val Malenco andradite occurs
close to the same wavenumber as the strongest absorption
band in the spectra of natural and synthetic
hydroandradites.

The IR spectrum of melanite from Rusinga Island (Fig.

3) shows two main peaks of low intensity near 3530 and
3560 cm I superimposed on the low energy flank of a
strong absorption in the NIR, which is most probably due
to Fe2* in the tetrahedral sites of the garnet. The spectrum
is representative of the low OH content garnets (0.02

wtTo HrO) from volcanic environments such as the mel-
anites from Kaiserstuhl and Magnet Cove, whose spectra
show many similarities.

The IR spectrum (Fig. a) of an andradite from Stanley
Butte, Arizona, (GRR1137) with 0.40 wt%o HrO is rep-
resentative of andradite from skarns. It exhibits a higher
degree of complexity, i.e., four resolved peaks between
3550 and 3630 cm I and three shoulders at higher ener-
gies between 3630 and 3700 cm '.

Five spectra of different zones of a melanite from Santa
Rita Peak, San Benito County, California, are displayed
in Figure 5. This melanite formed at similar P-7 condi-
tions as the andradite from the same occuffence
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Crestmore, California, Ca.Al,[(SiO.), *(OoHo), *] (Rossman and
Aines 1991); hydrous andradite from Bombay, India (GRR1669);
synthetic hydroandradite Ca.Fel* [(SiO.).r, (OoHo)n,n] (GAIV1/4).
The spectra are scaled for comparable band heights, i.e.,4.2 p"m
thickness (Crestmore); 10.5 p,m thickness (Bombay); and pow-
dered synthetic hydroandradite.

man 1985; Rossman and Aines 1991) shows that H enters
the andradite structure in the form of structurally bonded
OH-. The similarities to the IR spectra of natural and syn-
thetic hydrogrossular shown in Figure 2 suggest that the
substitution SiOf- <+ (O,H.I- is important in andradite. The
two absorption maxima in the spectra in Figure 2 are ex-
plained either by two slightly different substitution mecha-
nisms in the teffahedron or by different nearest neighbors
of (OoH)a , such as (SiO)4 or (OoH") , respectively (Ross-
man and Aines 1991). The lower energies of the two max-
ima in andradite may be related to greater average tefahe-
dral cation-anion distances in andradite compared to
grossular. The absorption peak in the specfra ofthe andradite
from Val Malenco and the Ural Mountains occurs at almost
the same energy as the most intense peak in the specfra of
the natural and synthetic hydroandradite and therefore may
also represent the hydrogarnet substitution. Also, the most
intense peak near 3560 cm-l in the spectrum of Figure 3
may be assigned to the hydrogamet substitution. Locock et
al. (1995) report an absorption band at almost the same
energy (3564 cm-,) in the spectrum of a schorlomite. Dif-
fraction studies (Lager et al. 1989; Armbruster 1995) con-
firm the importance of the hydrogarnet substitution in an-
dradite as well as melanite.

Despite one additional peak at about 3530 cm-r, the

3800 3600 3400 3200

Wavenumber, cm-1
Frcunn 1. Comparison of the IR spectra ofnatural andradites

from serpentinites. From top to bottom: Ural mountains. USSR
(GRR1765); Val Malenco, Iraly (GRR134); San Benito Counry,
California (GRRI263). The spectra are plotted for I mm crystal
thickness.

(GRR1263 in Fig. 1). The spectra show an increasing
lumber of resolved peaks and shoulders going from th-
dominantly yellow-green rim to the core with dark amber-
brown, almost "black" colors. The quantitative evalua-
tion of the spectra (see below) indicates a hisher OH-
content in the dark regions.

The OH contents (as HrO) are determined from the
integral absorbance (Table l). Most samples are hetero-
geneous. Variability as large as a factor of two is com_
mon. The tabulated values represent averages of several
spectra taken from different points on a given sample. In
almost pure end-member andradite and other yellow-
green andradite from serpentinites, the amount of OH is
small (<0.01 to 0.15 wt%o H,O). As their Ti-content in_
creases and they become deeply colored melanite, their
OH- content increases up to about 2.5 wt%o HrO. The
OH contents of skarn andradite vary between <0.01 and
1.44 wtVo HrO. The OH- contents of melanite of volcanic
origin are generally rhe lowest (0.01 to 0.04 wt%o H.O).
The highest amount of OH- we measured is in the hy-
droandratite from a cavity in a basalt, which obviouslyis
a post magmatic, low-temperature formation. It should be
emphasized that all the andradite we have studied con_
tained OH .

Drscussroru
Comparison of our spectra with those from similar studies

on other natural and synthetic garnets (e.g., Aines and Ross_
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singa Island, Kenya, is representative of the low OH content
garnets from volcanic environments. The increasing absorbance
toward the left is from Fe'?* in the tetrahedral site of the garnet
structure The spectrum is scaled for I mm crystal thickness.

spectra of samples of melanite in this study are relatively
simple in comparison with most of the other IR spectra
of the samples of this study. The complexity of the an-
dradite spectra is seen in the spectra of many other kinds
of natural garnets. For comparison, the spectra of a gros-
sular and a spessartite are displayed in Figure 4. Their
spectra reveal more absorption bands than those that may
be due to the hydrogarnet substitution. Thus, most gar-
nets, including andradite, have other kinds of incorpora-
tion of OH than just the substitution (SiOo)' <-+ (O.Ho)o
(Rossman and Aines 1991). Unfortunately, a definite as-
signment to lattice positions does not exist. Incorporation
of OH- at the octahedral sites or even at the dodecahedral
sites as a coupled substitution with ions of transition met-
als such as Fe is possible.

The reasons for the higher degree of complexity in
some spectra are not obvious. Temperature of formation
cannot be the only deciding factor for a high degree of
multi-site OH substitution. Skarn andradite forms at
higher temperatures than the garnet from serpentinites
and their spectra show more resolved absorption features
than the garnet from serpentinites. However, melanite
from volcanic rock with low amounts of HrO formed at
even higher temperatures than the skarn andradite, but its
spectra are comparatively simple. Also, high OH content
cannot be the only reason for a higher degree of com-
plexity in the spectra, because the hydroandradite occur-

3800 3600 3400 3200

Wavenumber, cm-1
Frcunr 4. Comparison of the IR spectra of Stanley Butte

andradite (GRR1137, scaled for 10 mm), grossular (GRR77I'
Meralini Hills, Tanzania, scaled for 1.2 mm), and spessartite
(GRR43-1, Rutherford no. 2 Mine, Virginia, U.S.A'' scaled for
0 7 mm) The spectra of all these garnets exhibit several absorp-
tion bands that document multi-site substitution of OH

ring in a cavity in a basalt has the highest HrO content
of all the garnets of this shrdy, yet its spectrum exhibits
just the two absorption bands that are also observed in
the spectra of the synthetic hydroandradite. On the other
hand, the zoned melanite from San Benito (Fig. 5) shows
increasing complexity in its spectrum moving from the
yellow-brown rim to the deep brown-amber core. From
other investigations on Ti-rich garnet, it is known that
these darker areas have higher amounts of Ti and a slight
Si deficiency. In Si deficient garnets, Ti, Fe, and Al are
distributed over octahedral and tetrahedral sites. At low
oxygen fugacities they may contain even Fe2* (Kthberger

et al. 1989). Therefore, their crystal chemistry is more
complex and they have more and different kinds of de-
fects. That is why the possibilities for the incorporation
of OH- increase, partially for the achievement of local
sample balance. This multi-site OH substitution causes
a higher degree of complexity in the IR specfra. Similarly'
the skarn andradites are often zoned and may have a com-
plex crystal chemistry. Therefore, one reason for an in-
creased number of absorption features in their spectra is
a greater complexity of the crystal chemistry.

In their experimental study, Huckenholz and Fehr
(1982) have shown that the incorporation of hydroan-
dradite, Ca.Fer(OH),r, in andradite, Ca.FerSi.O,r, de-
creases distinctly with elevated temperature and less dis-
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Frcuno 5. Zonatton in melanite garnet from Santa Rita peak,

San Benito County, California (GRRl263). The IR spectrum rs
more complex in the darker regions where the OH content is
higher. The spectra are scaled for I mm crystal thickness.

tinctly with increasing pressure. Our results generally
agree. The andradite (GRR1669) from a cavirv in a basalr
with nearly 6 wt%o HrO represents a low-temperature,
low-pressure postmagmatic formation. The melanite from
volcanic rocks formed at much higher temperatures and
are characterized by low amounts of H,O (0.01_0.04
wt%o). Andradite from skarns or melanite from veins in
serpentinites have amounts of H,O between those
extremes.
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